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INTRODUCTION " .
There is a growing concern among Chairlnen of Committees, Working Groups, ICES Staff members and

others about the growing number of meetings of working groups, study groups, workshops etc. held under the
auspices of ICES and the numbcr of rcPorts that have to be processed through the ICES Secretärlat. Although
this is ri generalICES problem (pope, 1989), ACFM is responsible for a large number of pemianerit WO's,
which have bCen established over many yearS as demands for advice developcd. . . .

For outsiderS, it is often not ~t a11 clear why respOnsibilities for species and areas have bccn split among
different WG in the way they are. Although there is undoubtcdly historical justification, it does not sccm obvious
to me that the present set up is r.ecessarily the most efficient one to cope with the scala of stocks for which
management advice is required, rieither from the practical nor from the scientific point of view. This contribution

, is aimed at identifying the pro's ar.d con's of different possible strategies in structuring the assessment WG from
an ACFM perspective.

ACFM.. , . ,
, The uisk of ACFM is to proYi 1e cohereilt mamigement advice on a multitude of fish stocks in the Northeast

Atlantic to a variety ofcustomers. Tbe aSSessment task itself is delegated to WG and in effect ACFM has only to
scrutinize the assessment methods .JSCd by individual WG and to distil appropriate measUres for each stock. .

In pririciple. standardization of assessment methodology greatly facilitates the work of ACF.M, but in practice
different species exhibit different biological characteristics and differerit fisheries provide specific problems.
Because of the variable dcgree of reliability of the catch statistics and the variable ainount of biological detail
coIlected for individual stocks, it seems doubtful whether complete standardiiation is attainable or even desirable.
On the other harid, the credibility of ACFM depends very much on the ci:insistency of the advice producCd hath
within a year for different stocks and within a stock over time. Despite considerable improvemerits in the
standardization of reports, the situation is still not entirely satisfactory. '.' . , ,

In order to overcome problems related to new methodology, specific terms of reference as weIl as guide-lines
how to use the available software J;)ackage are given to theWG and any advances in aSsessment methodology are
refefred to the MethOds WG before ~ew approaches are accepted. , .., '. . . _

Within the time constraints of two ACF.M mcctirigs per year durlng which more than 100 assessments have ..
to bC reviewCd, this system can only work if WG follow largely the standard procedures. Even then it is unlikely .
that all members have been in aposition to familiarize themselves with the details iri the WG reports, because

. most of them only beCome available just prior to the meeting. If an errar is found, this will be more a matter of
chance than of systematic quality control. , ...'"

. In my,view, AeFM should only consider a re-assessment during its meeting when obvious errors have been
spotted which caß be modified within the available WG files. However, the, know-how about iridividuaI stockS
available within ACF.M is insufficient to make significaßt procCdtiral amendrrients to WG assessments and in the
past, ACFM itself has introduced ,::ometirries errors iri this respect' .

\ ~ ,

WORKIN<?~R~UPS :., ,. :,. : "'.' . . '., ' , " .
Most sClentists In fishenes research are asSOCIated Wlth partieular (groups of) specles and consequently

. turnover of inembership in asSes~nentWG is slow.The obvious advantage is that a large expertise is built up
within these groups, but on the cher hand there is adanger of conservatism by following fixed routines. The
present exchange of ideas betwccn WG is often minimal and this may be one reason for existing differences both
in respect of approach and inqualityof the repÜrts presented to ACFM. Exchange of new ideas even between
members of the same. WG appears to be severely hampered by the fact that routine procedures consume all
available time. Although from a consistency point of view the reports showirig least scientific progress are
probably the easiest ones for ACFM, there is obviously Scope for new thinking within many groups!

WG which do not have strict terms of reference with regard to the provision of management advice represent
noteworthy exceptions to this rulo: the Methods and the two Multispecies WG are illustrative of the potential'
progress that might be achievCd .~ other groups if their bürden. could be somewhat relieved. Also the.WG on
Fisheries UnitS in Sub-areas VII a:x1 VIII has succecded in developirig new methodology along with the proVision .
of management advice
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, In my vicw, most of the asscssment work as prescntly carrle<i out by thc various groups is highly

unintcresting teehnicallabour, which Cciuld be done as efficiently by two or three exj>erienced techniciaris as by. a
large group of scientists. The tast of the WO should largelyremain 10 interpret the results and compare them
with those from other grOlips, develop new methodology, and implement new research programmes to solve
specific problems, rather than spc-'ding too much time on teChnical details. New working procedures are called
for.. , . . , . " ' ,.,', ., , . ,

, Another problem thai WO are faced with is that special requests from customers (eg. mesh assessments) are
often directly trarisferred by ACFM to the terms of reference without pdor consultatiori with the ,chairman or
proper evaluation of the implications. This means that in addition to the permanent assessment burden which
reeeives the highest priority, thesp, problems have to be addressed after allthe other work has been done. The
North Sea Roundflsh WO has thUJ met for 13 days of intensive work for several years in succession and that is
more than one can expect from everi a healthy scicntisc areduction in overall efficiency seeins unavoidable.

A last problem is that the data ~or Same stocks are not good enough for a reliable assessment rinyway and that
consequently WO are wasting their time in preparing new figures without much new evidence. The amount of
tirrie wasted could be halvcd bycaIling upon these groups only every second year, which time Could then be used
more effectively at horne to try to improve the data base. Parucularly where stocks are not considered to be
severely overexploited, WO would not have 10 meet so often. Obviously, ifTAC's for these stocks are required,
ACFMshould be prepared to giveadvice on a level ofTAC for two years ahead. Under the circurristances
indicated, this wou1d not necessarily mean a worne advice and ccriainly the advice would be more consistentl.

, ,

TUE PRESENT SET-UP ' ''' .
The table Jists the preserit 26 assessment WO repcirtingto ACFM and indicates their duratiori (1989) and

meeting frequcncy. Most ofthem meet annually. Exceptions rire the Methods rind Mu1tispceies Assessment WO,
which meet once every 1.5 year and the Nephrops and European Eel WO, whieh ineet irregularly. Thus, the
approximate number of meetirigs per year is 24, involving ca 200 working daYs. Many WO are spccies odentcd,
whereas others are primarily area crientcd, aJthough the distinction is not always sharp. '

year
Existing WO days frequency time of

------------_._-----------------_._---
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9.
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25
26

Totcl

Seats
Pandalus
Nephrops .,

• North-Atlantic Salm,)n
BaJtic SalmOll
Eel
B1ueWhiting
Herrmg south of 62° ,
Atlanto-Scandiari HCrring
MackereI
Horse mackerei
Industrial Fishery' ,
North Sea Roundflsh
North Sea Flatflsh
Hake
Bast Oreenlarid Cod

lIla Demersal Fish
Irish Sea/Bristol Chrnncl
Baltic Pelagic
Baltic Dcmcrsal
Arctic
North-westcm

Fishery Units
Multispeci<~s ASSessment
Baltic Multispecies ..
Methods

26 WO

Species orienied lVG
?
5
8
8
8

variable
7

11
5
9

10
8

13
7

10
7

ATea orientcd lVG
,8
10
11
10
10
8

, ,

MetJzod orienrid lVG
8

10
5,

10
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1 .
1

vaiiable
1

. 1
vaiiable

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

'·1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
2/3

1
2/3

24

?
spring
spring
spring
spring
variable
autumn
spring
autumn
spring
autumn
spring
auuimn
autumn
spring
spdng

spring
autumn
spring
spring.
autumn
spring

autumn
vadable
autumn
variable



-
, Apart from tbe work of the ~iethodswa whieh has eonsOlidated the basis of flsh stock assessment, the most

signifieant recent scientifie advar.ees are in my view those related to technical and biological interaetions as
exemplified by the reports of the Fisheries Units and the two Multispecies WG.These three WG are primarily
area oriented.. This suggests that, in order 10 be Prei>ared to aecommodate likely ehänges in asscssment procedures
in the future, area oriented WG~ probably more effective than species oriented WG. This is paitieularly true for
the,demersal species, whieh are orten eaught in mixed fisheries and therefore are subject to similar sampling
prOcedures by national fleets and :.., similar management eoristraints.. . ' . ' "

On the other hand, spCcies oriented WG have the advantage that companscins can be made of the assessment '
results for the same species in different areas, whieh serves as aeheck as to whether the results obtained for
individual stocks make sense within the broader context of the population dynamies of th6 sPecies in general.
Also, some spCcies differ in their biological eharaeteristies to the extent that they require a specifie assessment
methodology. Such a broad differenee exists for instancc between the pelagic species arid demersal species. In
these eases, itwould seem appropriate to keep the WG species odented, at least for the time being until the
methodology has become sufficiently staitdai'dized to bC incorporated in areri oriented WG.

PROPOSALS
Stzecies oriented lYG. , , '

Seals, Pandalus, Nephrops, s21mon, eels and blue whiting pose very special problems to bOth assessment and
management and therefore represe:-.t examples where a specics orientCd WG can probablynot be avoided. The split
between a North Atlantic and a B:1ltic Salrnon Assessment WG seeiris to make sense, because there are logistic
reasons from the customers point of view to keep these two separate; , . " ' ,
, As regafds mackereI and horse mackereI, I strongly feet that they should t>e eombined in orieWG, beCause the
fisheries overlap and the assessment methodology of using egg siuveys as a basis for estimating spawning stock
biomasses is very similar. In view of the level of exploitation and the fact that the assessment is heavily
dependent on an egg survey carriCd out every third year, there appears to be no need for this WG has to meet every
year. Specics like anehovies and sardines might bC included in the terms of reference of, this WG as weIl. , ,

Herring has traditionally beer assessed by different methods from most other species and it would seem ..
convenient to maintain this tradition. In my opinion, however, thetwo herring assessmerit WG should be merged
into one, because this would guarantee a more consistent assessment aniong the stocks in different areas than
ACFM has seen in the past. Evidently, ,ihere is reluctance within these WGto merge, but there would be
considerable gain for ACFM ü an) diserepaneics between herring asscssmentS became resolved within one WG.
, The Industrial Fisheries WG ,las to cope with very spci:ific sampling problems. Although there would be .
adv:mtages in merging the assessment with the assessment of North Sea roundfish because of severe by-eateh
problems, this is likely to present "roblems in the short term and therefore I would propose to keep this WG as it
stands for the time being, but to a n for a combined WG in th6 future. , , . '

lamaware of the specifie prtblems that are faeed by two other existirig species oriented WG, narnely the
Hake and East Greenland Cod WG. However, these groups suffer from limited participation and therefore I feel
that the assessment would bette; be integratedwithin area oriented derriersal fish WG in order to break with
existing traditions arid to allow for new ideas to emerge from larger groups of scientists. . , '

Screening the existing WG th'lS leads to the conelusiori that maybe 10 such species oriented WG might bC
maintaincd. '

AreaonenredÜ'G. " , " ,
, Many of the existing WG are io a hirge extent area based, but with new reQuests reaching ACFM, from the
EEC for TAC's for spccific areas and species, the actual split of reSponsibilities of different grorips has bCcome
rather messY. Strearnlining the tasks of the various WG and re-arrangement of their responsibilities for different
stocks would therefore seem appro.Jriate. , ., " , ' .

Tbc North Sea Flatfish and North Sea Rouridilsh WG have developed in parallelover the YeafS, butthey
actually employ very similar assessment methodology. Staridardization would undoubtedly be further enhanced by
combining these two ioto a Ncirth Sea Demersal Fish WG. Complete integration of the two groups would,
however, result in avery Iarge number of rissessments that have to be made and extension of the duration would .
seem Unavoidable. For logistic rc lSons therefore, it would seem better toestablish one or two other Demersal,
Fish Asscssment WG for Sub-a."'Ci.S VI, VII, VIII and IX. Since the hake, megnm and anglerfish stocks also fall
in this region, a split into two 'i\ :1 would probably be appropriate, although it is not perfectlY,c1ear hciw the
areas and spcck~s could bcst be ~ ( it ur. One proposal might be to establish a Demersal Fish Assessment WG for
Sub-areas VI, the Irish Sea and li.astol Channel and to link the hake, megrlm and anglerfish stocks to the WG on
Fisheries Units iri Sub-areas VII a 1d VIII., ' '. ',' , '

, The Channel stocks of cod ald flatfish could probably be assigned to 'the North Sea WG. My personal
opinion about the WG in I1Ia is tl tat, although there may be logistic reasons from the management side to deal
with lIla separately, the biologLaI reality is iriconsistent with aß assessment of the stocks in this area in
isolation and therefore I prefer to luve lIla inc1uded with the North Sea. ."

, ,The historie separation of a Bcltic Pelagic and a Demersal WG has undoubledly bcen justlfied in the past, but
with the progress being made in the Baltic Multispccies WG acombined WG might be instalIed in order to
anticipate future developments iri this field. ,," . ,,' ", '.', , " " '", ,.' ,

Tbe Northeast Arctic Assessment WG repreSents a true demersal area oriented WG and should be maintained,
whercas the Northwestern Assessment WG could be rrierged with the Bast Greenland cOd WG.
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Method or;ented JVG. . . . '
There are at present 3 wa, which have less stringent terms of reference in reSPect of the provision of advice

by ACFM. These arC the Methods wa and the two multisPecies wa. Although the latter two have been very
much area-oriented in the past, it yould seem appropriate .10 merge them inte> one, prirticularly since there docs
not seem a strang need to re-ass!;: l a multispecies system on an annuaI basis. This Multispecies wa could thus
consider the North Sea and the E3ltic, and possibly the boreal systems, altematingly rather than having more
parallel groups. This would enhance standardization ofprocedurcs between arcas. " ' . .

In addition there is the wa on Fisheries Units in Sub-areas VII and VIII. At some stage, when this wa has
largely solved the methodological problems related 10 the rirea under inveStigation, the actual aSsessment might be
transferred 10 an area oriented assessment wa. It would seem 10 me that a general Fisheries Units wa could theri
be asked to look for inslance at the North Sea rather than installing aseparate group for this area. . .

The following text table illustrates these proposals.

Original
numbcr

Proposedwa days frcquency

"?
spririg
spring
spring
spring
Variable
autumn
spring
autumn
spring

1
1/2
1/2

1
1

1/2
1/2

1
1/2

1

Species oriented JVG
8
5
5
8
8
5

,8
10
10
8

Seals Ass wa
Pandalus Ass wa
Nephrops Ass wa
North Atlailtic Salmon Ass wa
Baltic Salmon Ass wa
EelAsswa
BIue Whiting Ass wa
Herring Ass wa , .'.. '
MackereIl Horse m1 ekerel Ass WG
Industrial Fisheries Ass wa

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8/9
10/11
12

13/14/17.
13/14/18
19/20
21 ,
22/16

.Area oriented JVG
North Sea / Kattegat Dem. F. Ass WG 10
Sub-area VI and lrisll Sea Dem. F. Ass wa 8
Baltie Fish Ass WG 10
Northeast Arctie Ass wa 10
Northwestem Ass wa 8

1
1
1
1
1

autumn
autumn
spring
autumn
spring

23/15
24/25
26

Total

Fisheries Units Ass wa
Multispecies Ass WO
MethodsWa

.18WG

Method oriented WG
10
10
10

134.5

1
1
1

15

variable
Variable
variable

DISCUSSION. . . '. ' ',',
The overall gain that could b6 ,,-chieved by the proPüsed re-arrangement would be a feduetion of the numbcr of .

wa from the present 26 to onl:: 18. Apart from the fact that this reduction would obviously enhance the
standardization of assessment methodology and the consistency between assessments, areal gain in time and
efficiency would only be achieveo, if the same work could also be done within less time. Aprirt from everything
else, there is a clear gain for ICES in scheduling 18 instead of 26 assessment meetings, many of which are now
overlapping and putting an extra burden on the ICES starf. '. " ,. .

My personal view is that a 10 day meetirig is the ultimate limit of what an assessmeni scientist can stand arid.
an average of 6 to 8 days would probably be theoptimum time-span in respect of efficieney. A possible reduction
in the number of days depends heavily on the possibilities to finish preparatory work before the meetings start,
but also on the terms of refererice which are given to the WG. The first part is a WG matter. Respondirig
favOlirably to requests from wa's for more days actually diminishes the need for the members to finish their
home-work. This is therefore not t!-te way 10 proceed. When the new computer system has beCn instalied at ICES,

.I cannot see that there would be large difficulties in runriing the standard assessment procedurcs for all stocks
simultaneously right from the bep)nning of the meeting and the final VPA's and predictions mightbe expectoo
after 4 or 5 days. In this case, it ~Lould be possible to conclude an assessment meeting after 8 days at maximum,
as long as there are no significant ~xtra tasks given to the wa•.

However, if for instance mesh assessments are required, this can only be done after the routine work has bccn
complcted, which means a considerable prolongation of a meeting. In my opinion, laying additional tasks on the
shoulders of assessment wa shoeId not be done lightly~ ACFM of course plays acrucial role in formulating .
appropriate terms of reference, wnch the wa Can cope with within areasonable time. It would seem far better 10
convene ad hoc study groups in S"Jch cases or establish a general WG on TechnicaI Measures. The extra time of
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approximately 50 days gained by a general reduction iri the number and duratlon of meetings might be e~ployed
to get additional jobs done more efficiently and under less stress. Lastly. ACFM would gain from less reportS and
more consistent assessments, so that relatively more time could be spent on quality control. . . .
, . One argument that is often heard when advocating merging WG is that countries will send less people.

. However. this seems based on the assumption that national authorities are in fact irresponsible people. Although
this may be true in some cases, thcre are also at present physical Iimitations to the number of meetings that can
be attended by the available starr and countries may not be able to send an extra representative for that simple
rcason. . . .

The real bottIe-neck for ACFM: is the number of stocks that have to be considered. In 1989 there were 120
"stocks", and for about 75 of thes~ assessmerits were provided. The comparable figures in 1986 were about 90
"stocks" and 55 assessments, and further expansion can be expected. Whether these assessments are done by less
WG might seem futile, but I do not think this is true. Consistency is more likely to be retained in fewer groups
and therefore a reduction can be expected to serve the purpose. More time, however. could be gained by accepting
the fact that for mariy stocks we are not really in a position to malm a reliable update of our adviCe every ycar. It
probably needs some time to convince the customers that a two year TAC advice is not necessanly worse in all
cases than a fictitious update. ACFM could take a much stronger position here than it has done in the past!

There is of course no need to change things in a hurry or to introduce radical changes at onee. The appropiiate
procedure would probably be to merge WG in the forthcoming ycars according to a pre-established plan, which
takes into account the turnover of chairmen.

. CONCLUSIONS .
Based on these considerations, I come to the conclusion that

- there are too many lVG and the work presently carried out must be consolidated in less lVG;
- lVG should be area oriented rather thali species oriented unless there are very specijic biological reasons;
- the lVG members must try hard to change the procedures, do more preparatory work at home. and come

to the meeting preferably with ajirst trial runfor Ihe VPA ready; ..
- the duration ofroutine assessment lVG meetings should be limited 106-8 days and the terms ofrflerence

should be adjusted so tf.at lhe work can realistically be expected 10 bejinished within this time span;
- additional assessment tasks should be given to (a) separate group(s);
- ACFM must seriously cC'.''lsider in which cases requests for annual updates of assessments should be

considered given the av, ;i/able data-bases en when a longer term TAC would seem appropriate.
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